In 2014, dedicated practitioners’ organisations, research institutes, industries and SMEs teamed up to drive innovation in Crisis Management for European resilience.

By 2020, our goal is to valorise the wealth of European innovation and science in Crisis Management, by assessing and delivering solutions that can be used and combined to address different types of large-scale crises.

To maximise the impact of European Research and Innovation in Crisis Management, and to ensure that our trials and events are conducted taking into account your expertise and the technological state-of-the-art, we warmly invite you to take part in our activities.

DRIVING INNOVATION IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT

A pan-European Test-bed for Crisis Management capability development
A comprehensive Portfolio of Crisis Management solutions
A shared understanding of Crisis Management across Europe

DON’T MISS OUR KEY EVENTS TOWARDS 2020

Trials
Poland, France, Austria, The Netherlands
To operationalise and test the solutions as well as the Test-bed components

Policy-Research Dialogue Roundtables
Belgium, Poland, Denmark
To strengthen the Policy-Research dialogue

Final demonstration
Poland, Denmark
To showcase the solutions, their efficiency and the EU added value

14CMs
To provide a local forum for practitioners and solution providers to meet and exchange

Final conference
Belgium
To communicate on the project final results
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